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• Workshop: Introduction to Package Design + Hand-Rendered Design

• Sketches

• Hand-Render Final Artwork 

• Raster | Vector - Digital Artwork

• Die-line File Creation

F I N A L  W O R K  

• Final File Preparation

• Final Physical Mock-up

• Self-Evaluation
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objectives

This project throws students into package design, which challenges a designer to think in both 2- 

and 3-dimensions. Students are also introduced to hand-rendering type and image. This applies the 

skills learned thus far of space in relation to shape. 

OVERALL:
• Continued attention to detail and ability to follow directions exactly,  

including reading and understanding all words on a page.

• More experience in time management and deadline-driven creativity. 

SOFTWARE:
• Illustrator is the main software to be used in this project, specifically controlling layers. 

• It is also important to prepare files for print using Illustrator directly after Project 3’s use 

of InDesign to do the same. In this way, students can become more aware of how certain 

programs handle common tasks differently. 

• Photoshop is briefly used to scan work and clean it up, both reinforcing the requirements of 

image data when creating a file intended for press. 
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materials

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

• Tracing paper - at least 1 sheet.  

Can be acquired from Prof. Nikki if student shows up to class in person.

• Markers or colored pencils or rendering artwork.  

(or Procreate/Fresco and an iPad  -  Illustrator/Photoshop not allowed to render artwork)

• Flash drive - the one required for class. Make sure it is brought to class the day of scanning.

• Scissors OR X-acto blade and self-healing cutting mat  

• Tape 

Can be acquired from Prof. Nikki if student shows up to class in person.

• Optional: Rubber brayer 
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assessment
R U B R I C :

• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors.

• Participation in lecture/workshop.

• Round 1 sketches - at least 3 very tight color sketch sets (each set includes front panel and 3D 

view of package) completed correctly on time.

• Round 2 sketches - at least 12 very tight color sketch sets (each set includes front panel and 

3D view of package) completed correctly on time.

• Panels relate to the whole in an engaging and dynamic way.

• All visual elements support the new product in regards to the demographic data of the primary 

(children age 4-10) and secondary (parental figures) targets.

• All required information included: 

  > Usage  

  > Directions 

  > Caution 

  > Storage 

  >  Ingredients 

  >  Soap Name 

  >  Net Wt.  

  >  UPC 

  >  Directions about where to open package 

  >  Explanation that the soap is for children

• Visual hierarchy is used to allow for the successful and inviting delivery of information.

• File correctly saved with embedded image and font files. PDF functions for future use. 

• Excellent craft. The final prototype is clean and built to spec.

• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well?

• Participation in critique.       
4
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workshop
This one-day workshop introduces students to some of the basics of package design, or more 

specifically, package labeling design (vs. structural design). 

Workshop will explore many examples of packaging for 

children. This is important because children age 4-10 are 
the primary target market. Aspects like the following are 

observed as common for children’s packaging, specifically for 

products that involve children’s soap: 

• Bright, vibrant colors
• Hand-rendered, lively lettering
• Colorful patterns
• Friendly animals or imaginary creatures
• Implication that bath time is fun

Therefore, students should plan 

on developing packaging for this 

project that follows the rules 

stated on this workshop slide. 

5
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A name for the soap is also created via group post-it note ideation and class discussion. 

The final 3 names are:
 Magic Monkeys

    Lather Lab
    Smiley Suds 

Therefore, as students are then assigned the first round of sketches, these letters should be 

“drawn” (vs. traced from a font) and use tight visual grouping. The letters should “fit” together well 

and these in turn should “fit” within the panel layout. 

Student should remember that capitalization does not matter, so the illustration could be magic 

monkeys or MAGIC MONKEYS...or even mAgIc MONkeys.  

As discussed in the workshop per the target market’s reading ability, some children may be able to 

read. Because they might not read well, the text should be expressive per fun bath time. Children 
cannot read script, so nothing can be set in cursive. 
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S T E P  1
 sketches

For both of the following rounds, use this PDF linked 

on the class web page. Student should print this page 

at 100% output, as the box on the left is the size of 

the actual soapbox die-line. 

 

R O U N D  1
Students should begin pre-thumbnail sketches and 

general thoughts on their own time before creating the 

tight, color sketches for this first round.  

• One of each of the three soap names should  

be illustrated. 

• The panels should be considered in relation to the 

front (top) main panel by repeating and growing the 

illustration to the 3-D render. 

• Student must render these by hand, though  

digital software like Fresco or Procreate on an  

iPad are allowed. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
Take a clear photograph of the individual tangible sheet(s) of sketches and post in Slack.  

DUE in thread asking for these sketches on #2303_Project4 channel by 11:00 am Wed Oct 21. 

R O U N D  2
Professor will briefly critique each in Slack for all to see, as all students are attending Adobe Max 

during class time. The guidance is general, but mainly points to better forced grouping to make 

letters “fit” together and reminders that all panels must be considered. Student must then revise 

ideas and create new work, all in very tight, color sketches for a total of  12 tight sketches.         

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
Take a clear photograph of the individual tangible sheet(s) of sketches and post in Slack.  

DUE in thread asking for these sketches on #2303_Project4 channel by 8:00pm Sun Oct 25.

7
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http://www.nikkiarnell.net/uploads/4/1/3/8/4138035/proj4_sketchpages_rd1.pdf
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S T E P  2
 hand-render
final artwork

Student’s best version will be picked from the second round of tight color sketches. Then student 

should create the actual final artwork in a size that fits on the die-line and with all required legal 

contents (see below). All panels should be considered in relation to each other and the required 

contents in accordance with best delivery on shelf for the primary target. 

D I R E C T I O N S

Artwork must be rendered in a manner where the 
die-line (cut line) can be easily removed.  
This means students cannot render the actual 

artwork on anything that has the cut line on it,  

unless they want the headache of removing  

it in Photoshop. (They don’t.)

Artwork must be created the exact size as the 
bleed line, understanding it would be cropped 
to the cut line. Also be aware of Safe Area for any 

important text.

If creating artwork on Fresco or Procreate, this is 

easy using layers. (Don’t use Illustrator.)

Most students will be rendering the artwork on 

paper, so this will require one of the following:

• Rendering artwork on tracing paper laid over 

the printed die-line.

• Rendering artwork on white copy paper laid 

over the printed die-line on top of a light table 

or some other source that easily shows both elements simultaneously. 

• Tracing the die-lines on to tracing paper. Then placing this over artwork every once in a while 

when rendering it on white copy paper. (This is not suggested.) 8
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Usage: Skin cleansing for children. 
DirectionS: Apply on skin and then rinse off. 

Caution: External use only. Though soap is tear-free, it is not advised to place soap in the eyes. If 
skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. If irritation persists, consult a doctor. 
Storage: Keep in a cool and dry place. 

Ingredients: Sodium Tallowate, Water, Sodium Cocoate, Sodium Palm 
Kernelate, Glycerin, Titanium Dioxide, Pentasodium Pentetate, Tetrasodium 
Etidronate, Fragrance.

Net Wt. 3.2 oz. (90 g)

Soap for Kids

Lift H
ere To O

pen
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R E Q U I R E D  C O N T E N T S : 

As explained below, the following could be hand-rendered OR set in type. If the latter, student 

should consider keeping the background less busy so text will be legible. 

 
S O A P  F O R  K I D S

• On the front panel, this phrase (or similar, approved by professor) must be included. 

• This can be hand-rendered now or typeset later. If typeset, background should be considered  

now for legibility when type is added later.  

 

L I F T  H E R E  T O  O P E N

• See die-line for correct panel placement. Can be reworded to something more fun if desired.

• This can be hand-rendered now or typeset later. If typeset, background should be considered  

now for legibility when type is added later.   

U S A G E :  Skin cleansing for children. 

D I R E C T I O N S :  Apply on skin and then rinse off.       

• Text is already on a layer in the die-line file. (This would be removed on the die-line file if the 

text were hand-rendered.) 

• Any of the above could be set in a font, which you would do in a later step. Text is already on 

a layer in the die-line file. If student wants to do this, background should be considered  

now for legibility when type is added later.

• Any of the above could also be hand-rendered in small, legible lettering now. 

• Any or all of the above do not have to be on the back panel or even on the same panel; 

however, they cannot be on the main front panel.  
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As explained below, the following must be set in type at a specific size. 

C A U T I O N :  External use only. Though soap is tear-free, it is not advised to place soap in the 

eyes. If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. If irritation persists, consult a doctor. 

S T O R A G E :  Keep in a cool and dry place.     

• This must be typeset. The font used must be a legible sans serif (caps optional) like Arial in 
5pts. on at least one side of box. 

• Text is already on a layer in the die-line file. Ingredients do not need to be on the back panel, 

but do need to have a clear background. This should be considered when creating artwork. 

I N G R E D I E N T S :  Sodium Tallowate, Water, Sodium Cocoate, Sodium Palm Kernelate, 

Glycerin, Titanium Dioxide, Pentasodium Pentetate, Tetrasodium Etidronate, Fragrance.

• This must be typeset. The font used must be a legible sans serif (caps optional) like Arial in 
5pts. on at least one side of box. 

• Text is already on a layer in the die-line file. Ingredients do not need to be on the back panel, 

but do need to have a clear background. This should be considered when creating artwork. 

N E T  W T .  3 . 2  O Z .  ( 9 0  G )

• This must go on the front panel, though it can be very low in visual hierarchy.

• This must be typeset. The font used must be a legible sans serif (caps optional) like Arial in 
5pts. Use a consistent typeface as other legal elements.

• Text is already on a layer in the die-line file. Ingredients do not need to be on the back panel, 

but do need to have a clear background. This should be considered when creating artwork. 

 

U P C 
And finally, a UPC is required; however, the background does not matter.  

It can be on any panel except the main front one. Student should still consider its 

placement when creating the soapbox artwork. 
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D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  

Work In Progress 
The more work completed, the better feedback a student can receive. 

Take a clear photograph of the artwork alone (no die-line, though the work should be drawn to 

the bleed lines) and post in Slack. DUE in thread asking for this on #2303_Project4 channel by  

11:00 am Wed Oct 28.

In class on this day, there will be a quick critique. 

The next steps of making the work digital (if not already created on Procreate or Fresco)  

and working with the die-line will be discussed. 

This knowledge and feedback on work should be considered as student finalizes work. 

Final Work
Take a clear photograph of the artwork alone (no die-line, though it should be drawn to the 

bleed lines) and post in Slack. DUE in thread asking for this on #2303_Project4 channel by  

11:00 am Mon Nov 2.
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S T E P  3
 raster | vector

digital artwork
In class on Wed Oct 28, raster vs. vector will be reviewed again.  

Though Illustrator has an Image Trace tool, it is not as easy as it sounds. Also, the artwork must 

still be scanned in before Image Trace could be attempted. All scans are raster, so the size of the 

digital information must be considered when telling the machine to scan the image. 

W H E R E  T O  S C A N

Unless student has easy access to scanner and knowledge of how to use it, student must show 

up to class on Mon Nov 2. With lots of hand sanitizer and thoroughly cleaning the space between 

users, students will scan work in using professor’s scanner and computer. (Student can use own 

computer if desired, but Epson drivers would need to be installed and a USB port would be needed.) 

Student will save the file on to her own flash drive and not the cloud. 

F Y I :  F I L E S  I N T E N D E D  F O R  P R I N T

Because these boxes will be printed, the scanned artwork will require the physical dimensions 

(length x width) of the final tangible piece at the minimum resolution needed. If this were being 

scanned professionally, one should ask for much higher and larger scan just in case for future use; 

however, this project can stay close to the desired final artwork size. 

• Because you drew the artwork exactly to size, scan in at 100%. 

• Though laser printers usually only need 150 DPI, scan in at 300 DPI. 

• Scans and images often default to RGB JPEG because the file type crosses platforms and can 

compress. However, print files should be CMYK TIFF (or TIF) for best quality.   

THE FILE WILL BE LARGE.

• Save file as YOUR LAST NAME_Proj4_Art.TIF.

1 2
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F Y I :  F I L E S  I N T E N D E D  F O R  P R I N T

In class, professor will explain how to clean up any problems with poor scans, including how to 

brighten pictures manually vs. an auto filter. If students need to clean up any mistakes or make 

other corrections to the scanned image, this will also be discussed. 

Though Illustrator has its Auto Trace feature, this always must be then refined. This takes more 

work than what is available for this project and we have not touched on Photoshop enough in this 

class so far; therefore, we will keep the artwork raster. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E 

Open the scanned, properly named image in Photoshop. 

• Go Image : Image Size. 

• Take a Screen shot of your desktop.  

(On Mac: Command + 3 and the PNG will appear on your desktop.)

Post this screenshot in Slack.  

DUE in thread asking for this on #2303_Project4 channel by 1:00 pm Mon Nov 2.

Student should then place the TIFF file in PROJECT 4 shared folder in the Google Drive. 

Student should begin working on the die-line file in Illustrator in class (in person or virtually) if scan 

is finished. Class will last until 1:50pm. 

Screenshot of die-line Illustrator file DUE in thread asking for this on #2303_Project4 channel at 

1:40 pm Mon Nov 2.
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S T E P  4
 die-line

file creation
This step is relatively simple as long as artwork was 

created to and scanned in to spec (specifications). 

The typography should be relatively calm  

because of legal requirements and/or the  

design choice to keep it “quiet” next to the  

“loud” hand-rendered artwork. 

Handling layers in Illustrator is the most 

challenging aspect.

F I L E  P L A C E M E N T  S T E P S

Open DIELINE_soapbox_FALL20.AI. File : Save As 

YOUR LAST NAME_Proj4.AI 

Go Window : Layers to open the palette.   

Some layers are locked, but can easily be unlocked – 

or even hidden – if desired.

 

1 - Select the ARTWORK HERE layer. 

2 - File : Place your artwork. Be sure Link is  

not selected so that it embeds instead. 
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Usage: Skin cleansing for children. 
DirectionS: Apply on skin and then rinse off. 

Caution: External use only. Though soap is tear-free, it is not advised to place soap in the eyes. If 
skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. If irritation persists, consult a doctor. 
Storage: Keep in a cool and dry place. 

Ingredients: Sodium Tallowate, Water, Sodium Cocoate, Sodium Palm 
Kernelate, Glycerin, Titanium Dioxide, Pentasodium Pentetate, Tetrasodium 
Etidronate, Fragrance.

Net Wt. 3.2 oz. (90 g)

Soap for Kids

Lift H
ere To O

pen
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3 - Then adjust it if necessary (like rotating or slight scaling) so that it fits as close as possible  
to the bleed line and responds correctly to the placement guides (including orientation!).

4 - Next, adjust all of information on the LEGAL STUFF layer. Be sure to check all requirements 

listed earlier. Also remove any information that you chose to render by hand so it’s not listed twice. 

5 - Make any final adjustments.  

 

Now print the file to be sure it works as expected. 

6 - Hide (no eye) these layers.  

 

If the score and/or cut line is not dark enough for 

your artwork, please see professor about increasing 

opacity and/or stroke weight easily on the layer. 

7 - Print this rough version in grayscale  

or color at 100% (not Fit To Page). 

8 - Cut it out exactly to cut lines. Then fold it 

exactly to score lines.  

9 - Use tape to keep closed. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E 

In class on Wed Nov 4, each student will virtually share file as professor asks for layers to be turned 

on and off.  Student will also share the 3-D package in real time on screen or in person. 

Students and professor will critique briefly for any suggested changes.  

Professor will also review the final steps due for Monday. 
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final file 
preparation

When completely finished, save your work. Be sure: 

• the file is named correctly 

• all elements are built to spec 

• all required information is present

Illustrator does not File : Package like InDesign, so you must do all of that manually. 

Check your image is embedded in the Illustrator file. 
Go Window : Links 

Your image should have an icon by it if it is embedded as it should be.

If it doesn’t have an icon, it is linking like InDesign does. You would either need to manually 

collect it or embed it. Embed it by selecting it and using the drop-down menu on the palette.  

 

Next, be concerned about fonts. Though one could outline all fonts to be artwork, it is not 

suggested for something with so much text. Each vector point is digital information that must be 

rendered. Plus when sending something to print with so much legal information, it would be smart 

to keep the text live in case something needed to change. 
1 6
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To find out what fonts were used, go Type : Find 
Fonts. The top of the box will list any live fonts. 

Find the font file on your computer by searching  

for it and copying it to your desktop. (If you used  

a font from Adobe Typekit, speak with Prof. Nikki.) 

And finally, create a PDF that calls to neither fonts nor images because it “prints” to file.  
File : Save As in Illustrator as a PDF. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
DUE in Google Drive shared folder titled “PROJECT 4” by Monday, November 9th, 11:00am:

• YOUR LAST NAME_Proj4.AI. Your image should be embedded in this document;  

however the image file is also already in the PROJECT 4 folder. 

• All font files used to create the artwork. 

• YOUR LAST NAME_Proj4.PDF

 

The file will likely be too large to place in Slack. Direction will be provided on this day about how to 

view the files in class for critique. It is highly suggested student come to class in person on this day  

if possible.  
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final physical
mock-up

This aspect of the project does not contain the usual demands of a final tangible package, because 

COVID precautions require adjustments. It is only extra credit to accomplish what would normally 

be asked – and should only be attempted if it can be completed safely. 

M I N I M U M  R E Q U I R E M E N T S 
• Keeping the cut and score lines on, print the file out in color at 100% on regular white copy 

paper at 100% (not Fit to Page) on a normal Letter-sized (8.5 x 11 inches) page.  

• Using sharp scissors, cut on the cut line. 

• Then carefully and forcefully, fold on the score lines. Be aware that any folding of the printed 

page will hurt the ink, so fold once and fold well. 

• Using as small of a piece of tape as will work, adhere the box closed. 

E X T R A  C R E D I T 
• Turn off the score lines and keep the cut lines on. Then print the file out in color at 100%  

on card stock (or heavier weight) white copy paper at 100% (not Fit to Page) on a normal  

Letter-sized (8.5 x 11 inches) page.  

• Using a sharp Xacto blade, metal ruler, and self-healing cutting mat, cut on the cut line. 

• Make a cautious, educated guess (maybe use tracing paper of dieline) where the score lines 

should be. Then carefully and forcefully, crease on the score lines. Be aware that any folding of 

the printed page will hurt the ink, so fold once and fold well. 

• When you know the folds are correct, press down firmly using a rubber brayer.  

(This is especially important for the heavier weight of paper.) 

• Using as small of a piece of tape as will work, adhere the box closed. 

Anything that is an attempt at the extra credit listed above can be counted as some credit.  :)

1 8
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D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
Physical boxes will be shared in class and critiqued on Monday, November 9th, 11:00am.  
It is highly suggested students come to class for this because they will need to drop it off for  

Prof. Nikki to grade in some way on this day. 

Tangible box DUE to Prof. Nikki by 5pm on Monday, October 19th. It is suggested student just 

drop off the box when class is attended in person. If this is not possible, student should drop off 

the work in the department office by 5pm. If student is ill or has another excusable absence, she 

should work with professor about how/when the work can be turned in to be graded.   
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self-evaluation

A R T I S T  S T A T E M E N T  /  P R O J E C T  E V A L U A T I O N :
Google Form 

DUE by Monday, November 9th, 10:00pm. This is intended to provide extra time if necessary; 

however please do not forget to do it!

2 0
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https://forms.gle/51TnPMTfkzzFWNDP7
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W E E K  O F  O C T  1 9

MON OCT 19:

• Project 3 DUE 

• WORKSHOP/LECTURE: Introduction to Package Design and Hand-Rendering Artwork.

• Begin Project 4 and introduce first round of sketches.

WED OCT 21: 

• Adobe Max

• First round (3 tight, color) sketches DUE in Slack. Comment and critique online, available for all 

students at Adobe Max.

 
W E E K  O F  O C T  2 6 

MON OCT 26: 

• Second round (12 tight, color) sketches DUE in Slack. Comment and critique in class. Pick best 

one, review what is required on the package and how to view a die-line, and begin working. 

TUES OCT 27, 6pm: Conversations with Designers. If student is not present and has not supplied a 

reason to be excused and accepted by Prof. Nikki, course Participate grade will suffer. 

Join Zoom Meeting:  

https://astatecall.zoom.us/j/99454635144?pwd=WE1wYlBiSGJuQTRrU2hpaGY5S2E1Zz09

Meeting ID: 994 5463 5144  |  Passcode: 541802

WED OCT 8:

• Work In Progress of Hand-Rendered final artwork. Comment and critique in class. Be ready to 

start all over if there are significant problems. 

• Next steps of making the work digital discussed.

FRI OCT 30:

• Typography Workshop material DUE 

 

 

 

FYI: WEEK OF signified by Monday

https://astatecall.zoom.us/j/99454635144?pwd=WE1wYlBiSGJuQTRrU2hpaGY5S2E1Zz09
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W E E K  O F  N O V  2

MON NOV 2: 

• Final hand-rendered artwork DUE. Scans of tangible work completed in class. 

• Students begin placing work in die-line file. 

• Work completed in class - no leaving early (virtually or in person). 

• Screen shots of scanned image and die-line file due in thread at end of class DUE at end of class.

TUES NOV 3: GO VOTE if you have not already (and are of age and registered)!!!!!!

WED NOV 4:

• Completed dieline file and rough 3-D mock-up DUE. Discuss and critique.. 

 
FRI NOV 6: AIGA-Memphis Virtual Student Day - required that you attend at least 4 sessions.  

I will have the registration material and I’ll be running or attending most sessions, so proof is not 

necessary. I’ll see it myself.  You will receive a URL from the group after you register.  

REGISTER HERE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE >> https://memphis.aiga.org/student-day/

W E E K  O F  N O V  9

MON NOV 9:

• Final artwork due. Final mock-up DUE. 

• Critique in class.

• Google Form Project Evaluation DUE by 10pm  

WED NOV 11:

• Begin Project 5.

https://memphis.aiga.org/student-day/

